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Abstract—Pharming is an advance phishing attack. It is also known as “phishing without a lure”. A hacker’s attempt to change/exploit the DNS settings of a server so that when you enter the address of a legitimate website, it redirects you to a fake/copy of the original site hosted somewhere else. There are multiple ways to redirect user to the attacker’s site. This thesis report covers attack classification which may leads the user to the fake site under the control of attacker. Literature survey explains the existing solution for detecting and protecting against Pharming attack with its consequences. This paper proposes innovative lightweight method for detecting and resolving pharming attack. Paper also consist implementation of proposed solution and result analysis and comparison of results with existing approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a simple language, advance level of phishing attack is known as pharming attack. Both Pharming and phishing are well-known to steal the identity of user. Pharming can also refer as “Phishing without lure”. Phishing uses fraudulent e-mail messages to lure you to fake Web sites and try to get you to supply personal information like account passwords, pharming attacks redirect you to a hacker’s site even when you type the address of a real site into your browser. Generally, to make phrming attack successful, attacker needs to either modify local host entry, or IP configuration of client system, or needs to exploit the vulnerabilities of DNS server. Pharming attack can also be achieved in internet scenario. Pharming attacks are much more difficult to detect as compare to phishing attack. Because both the visited URL and the website are similar to the legitimate site. Pharming attacks aim to corrupt DNS information to redirect users to a fake website under the control of the attacker. To perform pharming, attacker has to send some sort of mail which contains link, which make user click on that, so phishers has to approach target one by one, In pharming attack, if Attacker compromise DNS server, then all the client who so ever are referring that DNS server will be redirected to the attacker’s site which may looks like the legitimate site. So we can say that Phishers have to approach their targets one by one, where as Pharmer’s can scoop up many victims in a single pass.  [1, 2]

With phishing attack, it is very easy to recognize attack by just observing URL, whereas in Pharming URL observation will not help, as attacker is going to modify DNS entry. So even though user is typing correct URL, it would be redirected to fraudulent web page. So here URL observation will not help.  [1, 2]. Currently, pharming does not appear to be as common as phishing. However, many computer security experts are predicting that pharming attacks will continue to increase as more criminals embrace these techniques.

RELATED WORK

To make the pharming attack most successful, one needs to exploit vulnerable DNS server. Most of the attack scenarios of pharming attacks are based on DNS. Attacker may manipulate the DNS entries to redirect the users to fake website. Some well-known attacks are Localhost attack, DNS cash poisoning and DNS spoofing attack. Attacker may implement rouge DHCP server to assign IP address of fake DNS server as a primary DNS IP in order to achieve the pharming attack. In order to detect the pharming against such mentioned DNS attacks, various solutions are provided. In this section we would understands such approaches.

Dual Approach [8]

In this approach, browser plug-in has been developed. So when ever user is requesting to the website, first it will check the IP address resolve by the local DNS. And another query will be sent to the public DNS, which would be legitimate. Then it compares the IP address which it got from both DNS servers. If IP address differs then it will prompt that this page is suspicious. If it matches the IP address, then it will be consider as genuine page. There are various issues associated with this approach.

Issues with this approach

- It will slow down the browsing speed, as for each and every site it is sending request to two different DNS server.
• The third-party DNS or Open DNS server responses can greatly vary according to the location from which the DNS query was launched. For example, if we are referring open DNS server of google from India, and if we are trying to access some site which is local to India, than DNS entry of local and open DNS will be differ, even though both are contains legitimate entry.

Web Page Signature matching [9, 10, 11]
In this approach, signature from the webpage will be extracted, and will compare it with available database. So here database server will be maintained. If it matches the signature, then not an issue. If it does not match the signature than page might be under Pharming attack.

Issues with this approach
• Web pages content is more and more dynamic, by integrating ads, RSS feeds, etc.
• Phishing and legitimate sites use both absolute and relative paths for images, links, etc.
• Attackers create phishing/pharming site very similar to the legitimate one, by using mirroring tools and keeping links to the legitimate site as much as possible. They
• Modify minimal part of the legitimate site to lure as many users as possible
• Additional script can be added to the HTML content depending on the web browser of the user (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera, …)
• HTML structure of the same webpage can be very different in terms of organization, links, depending on the location where the webpage is downloaded.
• It is difficult to detect Pharming attack for new site, as signature of new site might not be available into the database.

Visually Similarity based approach [12]
In this approach, author has suggested to take the snapshot of entered URL. After getting an snapshot, image will be compared to the database, which is already available for various and well-known sites. Database also contains images of the websites. It is going to compare recently taken image with database image, if it matches, then check the domain name for correspondence image. If domain name also matches then there is no issue, and if it does not match then site might under Pharming attack

Issues with this approach
• It require more processing power to perform image processing.
• It is going to decrease browsing speed
• Image of the web page may change dynamically over period of time.

Webpage content comparison [13]
This approach is successor of Dual mode approach (A) for Pharming detection. In this approach, an agent which is installed as browser plug-in will first compare the local DNS response with public DNS response. If it differs, then it will compare the html code of the both pages which are responded by local DNS as well as from public DNS. On the base of threshold value it will prompt the user about the Pharming attack.

Issues with this approach:
• It will slow down the browsing speed, as for each and every site it is sending request to two different DNS server.
• DNS response may differ if we are using public DNS of some different region, and after that, content of the webpage also differs according to geographical location (google.co.in for India, google.co.au for Australia).
• Comparing the content of entire webpage will require more processing power and it will reduce the browsing speed.

After analyzing related approaches and solutions, it is clear that none of the reviewed solutions provide efficient method to ensure the security against Pharming attack.
**PROPOSED SOLUTION**
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**IMPLEMENTATION**

In order to implement the scenario, python programing language has been chosen. Customize browser has been developed with proposed idea implemented within that to prove the concept. As far as length of code is concerned python is most efficient language [17, 18, 19]. As a part of implementation, following attack scenario has been generated.
At the client end, customized browser which contains proposed idea implemented, has been used to test the scenario. This browser contains limited functionality like surfing the web pages. Along with limited functionality code has been implanted to detect and resolve the Pharming attack. Following is the supporting snapshot for demonstrating browser’s surfing capability. Methods to detect and resolve Pharming attack has been integrated with the browser code. Following are the supporting snaps for fully functional browser for Pharming attack detection and resolution. In order to demonstrate successful functionality of code, prompt window contains various messages for various situations.

To test the case of sites which might be under Pharming attack, we hosted various sites on local web server, with changed action attribute value. In that case browser would prompt warning of phaming attack, after that would resolve the query using public DNS.
Result has been generated for 880 total site against the existing approach. False positive rate for the existing approach has been calculated on the bases of threshold value, which is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Total Sites (Genuine + Fake)</th>
<th>FP Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>31.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>46.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>53.35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.1: False positive rate of existing approach [13]*

As per Table 4.1 and 4.2, clear difference evident in improved manner. Even though previous approach considers 100% threshold value to compare web page, it is having higher false positive rate as compared to proposed scheme. Due to dynamic nature of web sites it is not feasible solution to compare the content of web pages returned from different DNS to 100%. But problem with previous approach is that if it reduces the threshold; false positive rate dramatically increase.

So it is unambiguous to say that proposed approach is consuming less processing time and decrease the false positive rate as compare to the approach [13] mentioned in section 2.4.4.

**CONCLUSION**

Main motive behind launching Pharming attack is to steal personal information like banking or credit cards details and credentials associated with personal. To achieve it, attacker needs to design fake page which appears identical to the legitimate one. This proposed method would work on both client and server side attack scenarios. It would first detect the Pharming attack and if attack is detected, refers public DNS settings for further browsing.

Result evaluation and analysis section of thesis report proves that proposed scheme consume less processing time as compared to existing approach. It results in increase browsing speed. It is also unambiguous to say that proposed approach reduces the false positive rate.

However implementing such mechanism in browser will take more execution time as compared to normal web page execution. But, security is more important than the speed, especially in case of E-transaction. Therefore to provide maximum security against Pharming attack one should integrate multiple solutions, which would reduce the false positive rate and increase browsing speed.
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